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DIGITIZATION

EDITORIAL

INTO THE FUTURE
WITH SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
Science and research are, and always have been, the mainsprings of our success; it’s not
for nothing PRINOTH is known as a leader in technology.
In this age of digitization, technological progress faces many challenges, and even more
opportunities. If yesterday everyone was talking about the “internet of things”, today people,
machines, systems, logistics and products communicate and cooperate together in “Smart
Factories”. It is our task to seize such opportunities and use them on behalf of our customers
– our technology makes their work easier.
Our company has its finger on the present-day pulse and harnesses possibilities in order to
operate more flexibly, more rapidly and in a more resource-efficient way. PRINOTH SNOW HOW
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and skadii, for example, point to the future in optimizing skiing operations: these digital
applications enable ease and simplification of the workflow in ski resorts, with a concomitant increase in efficiency.
Digital progress is bound closely together with face-to-face contact and individual requirements – we make changes in the light of customer demands, which are seen as supplements
and enhancements to the first-class service for which PRINOTH is known.
Our company’s procedures are increasingly integrated with the latest information and
software technology. Synergies are created that point out opportunities and new paths
which can be to the advantage of all those involved.
Courage and drive are needed in order to make successful use of digital changes – let’s go for it!
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of the PRINOTH World!

Werner Amort
President PRINOTH AG

Picture:

© Markus Bieri, Lenk

LEITWOLF

NICOLAS VAUCLAIR, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF LENK BERGBAHNEN

»
OPTIMAL USE OF THE SNOW:

PRINOTH MAKES
IT POSSIBLE!

The ski area Adelboden-Lenk is known to some through the World Cup Chuonisbärgli,
but also leaves nothing to be desired for amateur skiers: wide carving slopes leading to
the long and gentle Tschuggen forest run on the Betelberg, embedded in beautiful Swiss
countryside. Thanks to the optimal snow and slope quality, the resort has made a name
for itself in the elite category of alpine ski resorts.
Due to the partly low altitude of the ski area (from 1,000m), reliable technology is indispensable. Snowmaking equipment and precise work in slope preparation are in demand! This is
where the PRINOTH snow groomers come into play. “The PRINOTH machines are the best.
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THE LEITWOLF IS THE
REFERENCE MACHINE FOR
LENK BERGBAHNEN.

«

The quality of the POWER tiller’s work convinced us years ago. This made the LEITWOLF
the reference machine for Lenk Bergbahnen,” says Nicolas Vauclair, Managing Director of
Lenk Bergbahnen. The slopes should be perfectly prepared for the various highlights in
the Alpine region. Switzerland’s largest youth ski camp (JUSKILA) has been held here for
decades in January, and the legendary Chuonisbärgli World Cup races are also among the
top winter events.
Most recently, Adelboden-Lenk also started relying on the innovative SNOW HOW technology.
Nicolas explains to us how important digitalization is in slope preparation: “I am sure that,
thanks to SNOW HOW, we will become even better and more efficient. Combined with LEICA’s snow
depth measurement and GIS services, we are focusing on cost efficiency in both snowmaking and
slope preparation. Of course without any loss of quality on the slopes”.
Despite digitalization, the role of the snow groomer is more important than ever, says Nicolas:
“A powerful machine like the LEITWOLF is only the cornerstone for perfectly groomed slopes. In
the end, the operator makes the run and is the key to success from our point of view. Thanks
to the clear operating instruments, the snow groomer operator feels comfortable in the cab
and that is very important”.

LEITWOLF

PIOTR FUDELEJ, SNOW GROOMER OPERATOR IN KASPROWY WIERCH

»

THRILLED WITH
THE LEITWOLF
AT A VEHICLE DEMONSTRATION IN KASPROWY WIERCH,
POLAND, THE PRINOTH TECHNOLOGY ECLIPSES EVERYTHING
PREVIOUSLY SHOWN
Kasprowy Wierch lies at an altitude of 1987m and is the only place in Poland that
offers alpine conditions and absolute snow reliability (from November to May!).
But not only that! The ski resort is known for its fantastic landscape in the
middle of the Tatra National Park - nature conservation and sustainability are
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WITH SUCH A POWERFUL MACHINE
FEATURING SUCH EXCELLENT CLIMBING
ABILITY, MY WORK WILL BE A PLEASURE.

«

therefore the top priorities for the area. At the same time, it is important to
prepare the slopes but in the most challenging terrain: More than 14 hectares,
very narrow passages and sometimes 35° gradients require reliable and excellent
machines.

AN IMPRESSIVE LANDSCAPE DESERVES AN IMPRESSIVE VEHICLE
Piotr Fudelej has been a snow groomer operator in the Kasprowy Wierch ski resort
for 12 years. In his career, he has seen many vehicles - he is very enthusiastic
about BISON X and LEITWOLF. And not only because of their maneuverability and
efficiency: “The automatic mode of the PRINOTH winch is really practical during
work, so I only have to concentrate on the route to be prepared without having
to adjust the traction manually.” He is also impressed by the noble Pininfarina
design and the comfort of the driver’s cab - “comparable to the highest quality
cars”. “During my many working hours, I’m happy about the ergonomically designed
interior, which is clear and comfortable,” says Piotr.

TRACKS FROM
PRINOTH

MAXIMUM TRACTION ON ALL SLOPES
STEEL TRACK: High-strength steel crosslinks for the toughest operating conditions
ALUMINUM TRACK: Lightness paired with perfect climbing and turning characteristics
GAMSKETTE: The all-rounder in every snow condition
YEAR-ROUND TRACK: Ground-conserving track for usage of the snow groomer any time of the year

FIS NORDIC SKI WM SEEFELD

The HUSKY also came into play in order to make the cross-country ski runs ready for competition. With the NORDIC LINER and the individual control of each track setting plates
and tiller, the perfect cross-country track is virtually predestined. The specially adapted
tiller finish evoked enthusiasm among the athletes.

PRINOTH IN SEEFELD:

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER
The holiday paradise Seefeld with its idyllic mountain landscape and the famous chapel
“Seekirchl” not only offers first-class tourist attractions, but also the best conditions
for the Nordic World Championships - and with PRINOTH as the ideal partner!
As Official Supplier of the Nordic World Ski Championships 2019 in Seefeld, PRINOTH
ensured perfect track conditions. The ski jump preparation requires a powerful machine
with excellent climbing ability - a clear case for the PRINOTH BISON in combination with
the AUTOMATIC winch.
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DAG TJERNBERG, SKISTAR ÅRE

GOOD PREPARATION IS EVERYTHING
In the long months leading up to the event,
PRINOTH worked day and night from its Swedish office with the Skistar team around Dag
Tjernberg to ensure a smooth event with perfect slopes. Dag was enthusiastic about the
LEITWOLF: “This is a top machine! Very reliable
and pleasant to work with - the cabin is surprisingly quiet and the central seating position
provides an ideal panoramic view”. The tilling
performance of the PRINOTH vehicle was also
convincing on the whole track. “The PRINOTH
tiller leaves an excellent result everywhere,”
says Dag. “And the parallel offset is simply
great when it comes to efficient grooming.”

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

PRINOTH IN ÅRE:

OFFICIAL
SUPPLIER AND
PARTNER
Already at the World Cup Final in March 2018, Skistar and PRINOTH proved to be a well-rehearsed team for Åre. For the World Cup 2019 it was a dress rehearsal to get the finishing
touches. And that proved to be a complete success: PRINOTH, TirolBerg and Skistar Åre were
the perfect team for a top-class event!
Lars Andreasen, Sales Manager of PRINOTH in Sweden, coordinated the event on site with the
partners Skistar, Leica Geosystems and the World Championships organisation.
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STRONG PARTNERS, STRONG PRESENCE
From February 5 to 17, Åre was the center of the skiing world: exciting competitions with
a dreamlike backdrop and a great supporting program ensured enthusiasm at all levels!
PRINOTH and TirolBerg shone with a strong presence during the World Championships and
once again demonstrated their good partnership.

DIGITAL HELP
Skistar Åre prepares 192 km of slopes every day with a total area of 3.3 million m²! The
steepest slopes have a gradient of about 45° - you need powerful vehicles that are suitable
for all slope conditions. And software such as SNOW HOW from PRINOTH, which makes work
much easier with FLEET MANAGEMENT AND SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT. “SNOW HOW
supports us very much in the preparation of the World Cup downhill runs”, Dag is pleased to
report. “It helps us to work much more efficiently. And saving time is worth its weight in gold
in the stressful preparation for the World Championships”.
The advantages of the PRINOTH software spread quickly in Sweden and now it even serves a
research project at the University of Östersund. (more on page 33-34)

COOPERATION

“The PRINOTH POWER tiller convinced us
right from the beginning: not only does it
provide a first-class slope appearance, but
also a well-prepared surface over a long
period of time, which is particularly important to us in races and for the safety
of skiers. As is well known, our descents
are steep, so we need vehicles with good
climbing ability that can handle even little
snow optimally. The PRINOTH tiller does
not dig into the snow as much and delivers the right result in a single pass. This
saves us time and snow resources.” Rainer
Senoner, Managing Director Val Gardena.

SKI WORLD
CUP GRÖDEN
Val Gardena is known as the ski paradise of choice - with its unique landscape of the
Dolomites and the annual World Ski Championships, the valley attracts not only VIPs but
also visitors from all over the world. Val Gardena is an important and significant part of the
history of global winter sports: the Alpine Ski World Cup was founded in 1967 and the first
downhill race on the breathtaking Saslong run took place on February 14, 1969.
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With its notorious key areas such as the “camel hump”, Sochers wall and Ciaslat meadows,
the slope has become legendary – furthermore thanks to the high technical and sporting
standards of the athletes! As one of the most popular ski runs, it has also been voted as one
of the most beautiful slopes in Italy.

PRINOTH - FAITHFUL PARTNER FROM THE VERY BEGINNING
The history of PRINOTH goes hand in hand with Val Gardena’s history – and thus is fundamental
for the development of this ski paradise. After all, there lies the origin of the company as
well, which was founded in 1951 by Ernst Prinoth, a racer and passionate skier. Thanks to
his passion for fast engines and technical innovations, he began working on his first snow
groomers at this same time.
PRINOTH has therefore been a partner from the very beginning - and is still responsible
for smoothing the way to the finish line for the skiers! The secret of PRINOTH’s success lies
in overcoming every obstacle and hump, not just the one of the Saslong run, but also all
around the globe.

INTERVIEW STACY GASKILL

PRINOTH & THE US SKI
& SNOWBOARD TEAM
PRECISION & SAFETY
THANKS TO PRINOTH!
Stacy Gaskill is a Boardercross Athlete for the US Ski & Snowboard Team. Despite an upper
arm injury that ended her 2014/15 season, she returned in 2017 winning the Nationals in
her age category. After six podium wins at NorAm, she was able to secure a spot in the
US Snowboard Team but also a personal World Cup spot for the 2018/19 season. PRINOTH
is partner of the US Ski & Snowboard Team for a couple of years now and met Stacy for a
little chitchat.
What is the toughest challenge in your sport?
In boardercross I would say the toughest challenge is adaptability. In our discipline, each course
is unique and each event has totally different features. This is one reason I love the sport so
much but also why it is so difficult. However, I like to think that if things were easy they wouldn’t
be worth doing.
Snow groomers are a big part of course preparation, what are your expectations towards
the result generated by such equipment?
The average speed at the major World Cup competitions is 50-55 km/h. In addition, there are
the 3-5 other athletes who all fight for the same space while chasing over jumps, corners and
features. The quality of the course is extremely important, not only for speed, but also and
especially for safety. We have to be sure that all take-offs and landings are smooth and even. If
the course is not properly maintained, this can have serious consequences and lead to injuries
or even to the end of a career.
What do you associate with PRINOTH’s snow groomers and the brand in general?
High quality groomers that leave a perfect corduroy. Something that is very important in boardercross. I think that PRINOTH is very supportive in helping athletes achieve their full potential.
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COOPERATION

CAREZZA - THE ECO-FRIENDLY SKI AREA

PRINOTH, CAREZZA AND
THE SNOW PRINCESS
WHERE THERE IS A KING
THERE IS ALSO A PRINCESS...
Her name is Martina Blaas and she is PRINOTH’s snow princess. She is already well known in
the snow groomer industry - Martina is in fact, Italy’s only female snow groomer operator
and masters the 231 hp of her HUSKY with personalized pink rear-view mirrors incredibly
well. She has been on the road for two years now in the “kingdom of King Laurin”, nowadays
better known as the Carezza ski resort in Italy.
No hill is too high and no slope too steep - Martina overcomes every obstacle with her
PRINOTH vehicle. Whether handling the blade and tiller, keeping the steering wheel under
control and at the same time deciding how much snow to push using the blade, Martina
masters her art and does not have to prove anything to anyone anymore. In fact, she already
proved her skills in Ratschings during the 2017 PRINOTH CUP.
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Carezza is known as South Tyrol’s sunniest ski resort with family-friendly
slopes and lifts. Here you can ski in the UNESCO World Heritage Rosengarten - Latemar and you will have a panoramic view of South Tyrol and
the Dolomites.
+ 100 hectares of slopes, which are groomed every evening with
five PRINOTH snow groomers (LEITWOLF and HUSKY models)
+ Optimized efficiency thanks to PRINOTH fleet management and
snow depth measurement
+ South Tyrol’s number 1 family ski resort thanks to a wide range
of children’s ski slopes and family-friendly accommodations
+ New for beginners: First Kid’s learn park

Experts are made, not born - in order to broaden her knowledge regarding snow grooming,
the snow princess visited Sterzing-Unterackern and had all the technical details explained
to her by the head of PRINOTH Production, from frame delivery to final customizing. In addition, Martina went to the Stelvio glacier where she received a personalized operator training
to learn extra tips and tricks. There, she was operating the LEITWOLF, which she was thrilled
about right from the start!
With the right knowledge and training, the snow princess is now ready for a new winter
season!

PRINOTH
TRAINING

LEARNING FROM THE PROS

REQUESTS AND INFO AT:
Europe, Asia: training.EU@prinoth.com | Tel: +39 0472 722 675
North America: training.NA@prinoth.com | Tel: +1 450 776 3600
Or contacting your PRINOTH sales partner directly.

GOVERNOR ARNO KOMPATSCHER WITH PRINOTH PRESIDENT WERNER AMORT

COOPERATION

OPENING OF THE
TERRAXCUBE CLIMATE
CHAMBER IN BOLZANO
The South Tyrolean scientists from Eurac Research Team delivered climate research an
early Christmas present last November: the opening of the TerraXcube Climate Chamber.
It allows the simulation of a wide variety of climatic situations by the only push of a
button. A milestone for science and technology!
As the NOI Techpark of Bolzano brings together start-ups, jobs and laboratories, the EURAC
Research brings together science, innovation and digitization. With all the possibilities of
the TerraXcube, EURAC Research is building a bridge between research and industry. In fact,
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FEDERICO GIUDICEANDREA (PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF ENTREPRENEURS),
EURAC PARTNERS AND MARTIN KIRCHMAIR (PRINOTH R&D)

products, materials and machines placed in the climate chamber can be exposed to extreme
conditions under controlled conditions in order to test and, if necessary, improve durability
and functionality.
For many years and months, the Eurac Research team has been working towards this
moment: on November 30, the time had come! Governor Arno Kompatscher and participating scientists and representatives of the NOI Techpark in Bolzano ceremoniously opened
the TerraXcube. The name TerraXcube stands for a climate chamber that can simulate all
climatic conditions from subtropics and Antarctica to extreme regions of up to 9,000
meters in altitude. An early Christmas present for science, research and business since it is
now possible to carry out tests in all conceivable climatic conditions. How does the aspiring
extreme mountaineer’s organism react to 45 days at a 6,000 m altitude? Which grape variety
will thrive best in the South Tyrolean climate in 20 years? Will the new windbreaker from the
Bolzano sportswear manufacturer keep you warm even at wind speeds of 30m/sec? Moreover,
how do motor oil and other liquids behave in a PRINOTH snow groomer at -40°C and 3,500 m
of altitude? In the future, we will have the answer thanks to the TerraXcube - and we will
be able to fine-tune our technology even more.

CLEAN AS NEVER BEFORE

HUSKY

HUSKY STAGE V
A FAITHFUL COMPANION - ALWAYS AT YOUR SIDE THROUGH THICK AND THIN
The new HUSKY Stage V impresses with its compact dimensions and powerful four-cylinder
diesel engine that delivers 231 hp (170 kW) and 900 Nm of torque to the tracks. Like its
HUSKY predecessor, it convinces with an ideal weight-performance ratio. In addition, the
machine can prepare cross-country ski and snowmobile trails as well as small ski runs, ski
jumps, lift trails or toboggan runs. Thanks to its manoeuvrability and intelligent operating
concept, it is a faithful companion and an optimum solution for any ski resort, whether
small or large.
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Sustainability and environmental protection have always been
a top priority at PRINOTH. Now the HUSKY also meets the most
stringent emissions standard “Stage V” and is an innovative
leader in its category thanks to its low fuel consumption and
high performance.

THE HUSKY GOES AROUND THE WORLD
The HUSKY is already known for its reliability, economy and cleanliness, both outdoors and
indoors. In ecologically sensitive areas, such as high mountain areas, the HUSKY Stage V
with its additional diesel particulate filter further reduces the ecological footprint. The
HUSKY Stage V is also enjoying increasing demand in interior ski domes where air quality
plays a particularly important role, e.g. in Great Britain, the Netherlands, China, and soon
in North America.

OPTIMUM TRACK QUALITY IS GUARANTEED
In combination with the NORDIC LINER, the ideal ratio of thrust and manoeuvrability of the
HUSKY proves to be particularly efficient and flexible: the two track plates and the separate
track tillers can be controlled independently. But that’s not all! In addition, the “Move”
function allows a single track plate to be moved sideways. High efficiency combined with
long lasting and varied tracks - the HUSKY Stage V provides the optimal results!

HUSKY

DAN FRYDAY, GROOMER COORDINATOR AT SOUTHAMPTON SNOWMOBILE CLUB

»

THE HUSKY HAS SIGNIFICANTLY SHORTENED
THE TIME WE NEED TO PREPARE OUR TRAIL SYSTEM.

«

ON TRACK WITH
THE HUSKY
Snowmobiling in North America has never been so popular. Riding the narrow trails of
the East, the wide snow highways of the Midwest or the mountainous Western trails,
every snowmobiler enjoys spending time in magnificent scenery with family & friends.
Moreover, for all to benefit from the best snowmobiling experience, the trails must of
course be perfectly prepared & maintained. This is where the PRINOTH HUSKY comes in.
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Dan Fryday is Groomer Coordinator and operator of the Southampton Snowmobile Club.
Founded in 1978, the club has been part of the famous OFSC district 9 since 1988. District
9 represents and supports 26 snowmobile clubs and stretches over 2,900 kilometres in the
most beautiful landscape - mainly along the shoreline of Lake Huron. Dan prepares about 135
kilometres of it, relying on the performance of the PRINOTH HUSKY.
“The HUSKY meets all our needs. We can rely on the PRINOTH vehicle especially in deep and heavy
snow,” says Dan. “It’s also a great way to climb hills - many of which we have on our trail network. Our area often has to do with snow drifting and the snow can become very deep in places.
Our old snow groomer struggled with deep drifts and going up the hills. The HUSKY masters any
weather effortlessly and we can now finally prepare all the hills without any problems,” Dan
rejoices. The strong HUSKY performance is also noticeable in the time saved.
Dan Fryday is also enthusiastic about the PRINOTH AFTER SALES service, which is supported
by The Shop Industrial for his region. “They are excellent with their service and support. They
have always been there to support us around the clock, no matter what time of day or night we
have called.”

SNOW HOW

EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE
FLEET MANAGEMENT
Monitor all vehicles

SNOW DEPTH MEASUREMENT

Snow management from PRINOTH & Leica Geosystems

SNOWMAKING EQUIPMENT

Control software for fully automatic snowmaking systems

SNOW HOW
ERIK M. SÖDERSTRÖM,
PROJECT MANAGER SNÖRIK

GETTING KNOW
HOW WITH
SNOW HOW
THE SCANDINAVIAN RESEARCH PROJECT SNÖRIK FOCUSES ON THE
OPTIMIZATION OF METHODS AND TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS IN
THE FIELD OF SNOW MANAGEMENT.
Peak Innovation in Östersund and the Faculty of Sports Science of the Swedish Mid Sweden
University are currently working on SNÖRIK, a cross-border project to increase knowledge
in the field of “snow” with all its social and economic factors. The Norwegian University
of Trondheim is also involved in the project, as the winter sports industry is an important
economic sector for the whole of Scandinavia. Furthermore, it is having a strong impact
on people’s social life: the high number of jobs created in the winter tourism industry is
just one aspect.
Erik Melin Söderström is project manager of SNÖRIK. During his research in the Scandinavian
ski resorts, he came across SNOW HOW.
“From the very beginning we had the impression that it is an interesting tool and wanted to
see if it could be used for scientific purposes,” says Söderström. “Our aim with SNOW HOW is
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to learn more about snow over a large area - what are the most important factors and how can
snow in a ski resort be better protected from melting?”
The SNÖRIK team works closely with Åre Skistar and uses SNOW HOW data from their area.
“Our impression of SNOW HOW is that it is more user-friendly and detailed than any other
system we have tested,” says Söderström.
SNÖRIK team’s goal is to set up an international snow center for joint research projects; an
application for funding at the Swedish Innovation Agency is currently underway. The aim is
to benefit all sectors that deal with snow: Science, business, but also Scandinavian society,
in which winter sports are an integral part.

SNÖRIK is an acronym and stands for “snow innovation and cross-border research”.
Its primary purpose is to show how the handling of snow can be improved. The
Swedish partners are Peak Innovation AB and the Mid Sweden University (Sport
Tech Research Center) in Östersund. On the Norwegian side: NTNU SIAT in Trondheim (Center for Sports Facilities and Technology at Trondheim University of
Science and Technology).
The project will proceed until the end of 2020. The data collected with SNOW HOW
will also provide important information for research in the coming winters.
The developers involved:
Erik Melin Söderström Peak Innovation: Project Manager
Sondre Bergtun Auganæs NTNU/SIAT: Project Manager
Rune Strand Ødegård NTNU: Researcher
Mikael Bäckström MIUN: Director of the Research Institute of Sports Technology
Andrey Koptyug MIUN: Researcher

DIGITISATION

PROFILE ALPE LUSIA BELLAMONTE-MOENA

The ski resort belongs to Dolomiti Superski, the largest ski resort in the
world, with access to 12 ski resorts. The incomparable panoramic view
of the Dolomites made the area a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
+ 30 km of slopes: including a snow park, boardercross facilities, 		
speed-measuring facilities, 5 km of cross-country ski trails,
2.1 km of toboggan run
+ Children’s program: childcare in the “Haus der Zwerge”,
children’s snow park “Lusialand”
+ 8 state-of-the-art LEITNER lifts
+ Gastronomy: Chalet 44 Alpine Lounge
+ Snow groomers: 7 LEITWOLF (of which 2 LEITWOLF X and
3 LEITWOLF winch), 1 HUSKY

BELLAMONTE:

THE RIGHT BALANCE
BETWEEN HIGH-TECH
AND NATURE
Huge ski areas with countless slopes and parks, après-ski and an international jet-set
high society are perhaps not everyone’s cup of tea. Families with children and nature
lovers who are looking for relaxation are recommended to visit the Alpe Lusia ski area
between Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa.
The Alpe Lusia Moena-Bellamonte ski area, in the midst of a beautiful natural setting, offers
first-class slopes to suit all tastes: various slopes, some even with stopwatch recording, a
snow park, a boardercross facility, a toboggan run, but also a cross-country ski and hiking
trail. All this in the Paneveggio National Park!
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The south side of Bellamonte, characterized by its gentle and sunny slopes overlooking the
Dolomites, the Pale di San Martino, and the unspoilt Lagorai chain, is all about innovation
and quality, not quantity. “Our company has always looked for technical innovation in products
and services,” says Denis Lauton, Managing Director of S.I.T. Bellamonte SPA. The latest
achievement of the ski resort, founded in 1983, is the digitization of the entire resort
management: Bellamonte is the first ski resort in Italy to equip itself with the entire software package from LEITNER. In the future, SNOW HOW, Snowvisual and Leitcontrol will thus
contribute to the optimization of operational management.
“The PRINOTH technology, in particular the POWER tiller, convinced us immediately and we have
been relying on LEITNER and PRINOTH right from the start,” explains Denis. “It is important
to us that the technology is also geared towards conserving resources and protecting the environment, which is the case with PRINOTH and LEITNER. With the help of the software solutions,
we promise to remain true to this credo and to continue to offer our customers snowy slopes of
first-class quality with respect for the environment”.

BISON

BROMONT:

EQUIPPED WITH SMART
WINTER TECHNOLOGY THANKS TO SNOW HOW
Bromont’s resort has seven skiing areas connected by nine lifts. The range of lighted
slopes for night skiers is one of the largest in North America. Overall, the area covers
450 hectares that need to be prepared! In order to do so, the ski area has 10 PRINOTH
vehicles, two of them with AUTOMATIC winch - and all of them with the SNOW HOW
software.
“We use this technology early in the season, in particular to measure the snow to ensure that
we have the right amount of snow in the right place,” explains Marco Bernard, grooming
supervisor at Bromont – Montagne d’expériences. “The operator can use the live data to ensure
that the snow is where it’s needed. He can analyze the data on screen in his cabin during snow
grooming - this makes the work more accurate and at the same time saves a lot of energy”.
Whether a flat or a steep surface has to be prepared, SNOW HOW always ensures a smooth
descent and perfectly prepared snow park facilities. Marco is thrilled about the system: “The
operator only has to enter the data into the system. Then follow the instructions on the screen.
It could not be simpler!”
At Bromont – Montagne d’expériences, ski area managers and snow groomer operators agree:
SNOW HOW does not only facilitate the daily work and brings significant savings; it also
opens up completely new possibilities in the design of innovative ski runs and snow parks.
“We are amazed by the many possibilities the Leica system offers particularly in terms of design
and modulation,” says Marco. “The qualitative and quantitative advantages of the complete
PRINOTH SNOW HOW package are very beneficial for us, both in terms of energy and time savings.”
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COOPERATION
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X-COMMUNITY

ALL X-COMMUNITY
PARTNERS AT A GLANCE:
F-TECH – SOUTH TYROL / ITALY
YMM | QPARKS – AUSTRIA
UNIQUE PARKS – AUSTRIA
PRINOTH CROSSPARK REITERALM – AUSTRIA
DEVELOPMENT SNOWPARKS – NEW ZEALAND
SNOWPARK CONSULTING – SWEDEN
WHITE INDUSTRIES LTD – CANADA
SNOW OPERATING – USA
TODAY’S PARKS – CANADA
FIS FREESTYLE SKIING & SNOWBOARD

THE PRINOTH
X-COMMUNITY
IS GROWING
The best operators, the best vehicles and the best partners - the
PRINOTH X-Community is the largest network of park experts in
the world and continues to grow. Today’s Parks from Canada is the
newest partner in the X-Community.
Creativity, safety, quality and of course lots of fun - the experienced
professionals of the PRINOTH X-Community implement the demands
for a perfect snow park by using their well-founded technical knowledge and by considering the needs of the professional and recreational athletes.
PRINOTH focuses on long-term worldwide partnerships with passionate
& savvy professionals. The latest addition to the PRINOTH X-Community
is Today’s Parks from Canada. With 13 years of practical experience,
Today’s Parks specializes in the design and layout of snowparks and
events. They offer consulting services in the areas of design, creation,
construction and management of snow parks as well as the development of content strategies with a focus on skiing and snowboarding.
“These days, productivity, reliability and accuracy are extremely important when designing our snow parks and event courses. In 15 years
of experience, we have built hundreds of snow parks with a variety of
snow groomers under different climatic conditions. We quickly came
to the conclusion that PRINOTH’s BISON X was the best product on the
market for the construction and maintenance of our snow parks. The
signing of this partnership with PRINOTH makes us very excited and
we are confident that it will increase the efficiency of our operations
and the quality of our final product“ Guillaume Fournier, co-owner
of Today’s Parks.
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OUR

-PERTS
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X-COMMUNITY

FOR PERFECT
RIDES
THE WORLD‘S LARGEST SHAPE CREW
AND THEIR MISSION
For more than 15 years Young Mountain has been inspiring the Alps with its QParks,
Funslopes and Funcross programs. With Shape Academy, it is now recognized as the
most comprehensive team of experts on our planet for special facilities that offer
everything under one roof.
Professional infrastructure construction, high-end media production, target group-oriented
event organization and creative online marketing - Young Mountain rightly describes itself
as a full-service mountain marketing agency. The Austrians became famous with their Quality
Snowparks, called QParks, the groundbreaking Funslopes, which offer fun and variety for
the whole family, and the new Funcross, which provides the more sporty users an extra
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speed & continuous flow sensation. The latest project is snow castles. After many months
of planning, two of the gigantic snow castles in the Ehrwald and Speikboden ski areas can
already be admired. All these facilities will be managed by the Shape Academy, the in-house
management division, under the Fun Mountain concept.
With events such as the QParks Tour, coaching and the Girls Shred Sessions, Young Mountain
is particularly concerned with networking and promoting the up-and-coming scene. Other
highlights such as the Funslope Photo Quest, or race events for funcross tracks, appeal above
all to day guests and tourists.
In order to design courses that are supportive of the features in place, know-how and a lot
of passion are needed. These courses are looked after every day, regardless of weather and
snow conditions. The 250 men and women of the team include specialists and idealists from
over 20 nations who take care of more than 120 fun facilities in 5 countries every winter.
The concept of the “Outdoor Office” has become both a profession and a way of life for many,
because part of the common mission with PRINOTH “For Perfect Rides” is to work every year
anew on the best winter of all times.

			

www.shape-academy.com · www.qparks.com · www.funslopes.com
www.funcross.info · www.youngmountain.com

X CAMP

AUTUMN 2019 PRE SEASON

SLOPESTYLE SESSIONS / STELVIO GLACIER / ITALY

23. SEPTEMBER – 20. OCTOBER 2019

PRINOTH X CAMP
The PRINOTH X CAMP brought together the best freestyle athletes from all over the world
to prepare for the big season.
It took place for the first time last autumn from 22.9. - 12.10.2018 for three sessions at the
Stilfser Joch ski area, in Italy. Thanks to the support of the lift company Sifas/Capitani,
the snowpark athletes were able to train on a great slopestyle setup, which was realized by
F-TECH Snowparks in cooperation with PRINOTH snow groomers. A special fact: The course
was completely planned digitally in 3D and precisely built with the PRINOTH vehicles in just
8 days using the SNOW HOW technology - Digitalization at its best!
The world’s best freestyle athletes, including Anna Gasser with the Austrian Freestyle Team,
the Swedish team with Sven Thorgen and Yuki Kadono from Japan were able to prove their
skills while practicing for the winter competition events.
The park was designed and built to allow freestyle snowboarders and skiers to reach their
limits but still land on safe grounds following their acrobatic demonstration. In this way,
they were well prepared for the major events they were to attend!

Stay updated on the latest and greatest, follow us below:

In addition to an attractive course with various rail, wave and kicker sections, the PRINOTH X
CAMP provides lift tickets and free use of high-quality video and photo material (produced by
X CAMP media staff).
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PRINOTH GOURMET TRUCK

THE PRINOTH GOURMET
TRUCK IN HOCHFÜGEN
THE PREMIUM CLASS FOOD TRUCK
IS BACK IN ACTION - THIS TIME
IN THE HOCHFÜGEN SKI AREA!
On December 1st, the Gourmet Truck by PRINOTH started its engines again for the opening
of the Hochfügen ski area, the “First Holiday Region in the Zillertal”. At ten different locations, the Gourmet Truck is responsible for providing visitors with culinary delights and
a good mood.
Alpine sashimi made from potato leaves, cabbage and black pudding, reinterpreted goulash
soup and mini germ dumplings - traditional cuisine is being reinvented! Alexander Fankhauser,
top chef with three hoods, 18 points in the Gault Millau and 49 of 50 points in the Falstaff
Guide 2017, is responsible for this feast for the palate. The chef is already looking forward
to catering the ski guests with the food truck of the special kind.
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»

“I am absolutely delighted with this event concept.
PRINOTH Gourmet Truck creates a completely new
way of cooking: mobile gourmet kitchen for everyone.
This is a challenge that I gladly accept”.

«

In addition to the delicious delicacies, there is also entertainment for every music lover.
On the roof of the mobile kitchen, well-known DJs provide cool beats. At 2,500 meters, the
snow bar spoils you with exclusive cocktails, while at the same time trendy tastings happen
and entertaining barkeepers amaze the crowd. Chill-out areas invite visitors to relax.

PRINOTH GOURMET TRUCK – THE HIGHLIGHT AT EVERY EVENT
There really is something for everyone here: The Gourmet Truck by PRINOTH combines culinary
delights and good entertainment to help create a unique event. Thanks to the extravagant
food truck, Hochfügen was able to benefit from sensational coverage in press, radio, TV and
social media.

ARE YOU ALSO LOOKING FOR THE “SPECIAL SOMETHING” FOR YOUR EVENT
OR FOR YOUR SKI RESORT? WHETHER FOR RENT OR PURCHASE, THE
PRINOTH GOURMET TRUCK OFFERS EVERYTHING YOUR HEART DESIRES.
Contact us: snowlicious@prinoth.com | t +39 0472 72 26 22

AFTER SALES
NETWORK

INSPECTIONS BY PROFESSIONALS
We guarantee competent support and technical
assistance for maintenance, repairs and retrofits.
Our availability of original spare parts guarantees a smooth
process and best quality.

AFTER SALES NETWORK

AFTER SALES

THANKS TO PRINOTH
OUR CUSTOMERS
ARE READY FOR
NEXT SEASON!
Every year at PRINOTH we organize specific training courses for service technicians of
customers and service partners at our headquarters and at our subsidiaries. In 2018, a
large number of trainings were held in Sterzing alone, but also in other countries like
USA, Canada, Russia, Oceania ... For months, training sessions were held in order to pass
on the know-how for efficient operation of the snow groomers. In addition, there were
the participants – about 700 worldwide! All having the opportunity to discover numerous
technical details and subtleties that make the work much easier. In this way, each PRINOTH
customer can make targeted use of his resources while reducing costs!

WITH PRINOTH YOU CAN BE KNOWLEDGEABLE OF WHAT
YOUR SNOW GROOMER HAS TO OFFER!
The technician training courses are aimed at all customers who own a PRINOTH snow groomer.
Of course, we will provide you with training documents and also take care of lodging and
meals. Even a participation gift and a certificate await you at the end of the training!
If you would like to participate in a PRINOTH technician training course, you can contact
one of our locations immediately:

PRINOTH AUSTRIA
PRINOTH SWITZERLAND
PRINOTH FRANCE
PRINOTH AMERICA
PRINOTH ITALY & ALL OTHER COUNTRIES

gabriela.kruder@prinoth.com
daniela.lutz@prinoth.ch
hugues.reffet@prinoth.com
training.na@prinoth.com
training.eu@prinoth.com

We look forward to your participation!
www.prinoth.com/en/snow-groomers/training/technician-training/
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AFTER SALES

YOUR CONTACT FOR PERFECT
AFTER SALES SERVICE IN THE USA:
National Parts Distribution Hub
Greg Clowers
2565, Decker Lake Lane
Salt Lake City, UT
Tel. 801 364-8266

PERFECT SERVICE
FOR THE USA
NEW PRINOTH CENTRAL
WAREHOUSE FOR AFTER SALES
PRINOTH continues to invest in its AFTER SALES NETWORK and is proud to
announce the opening of its new spare parts warehouse in Salt Lake City, UT.
Covering 2,239 square meters (24,000 sq.ft) and with over 100,000 parts available on the shelves, the new warehouse offers its customers the most efficient
spare parts distribution in the industry. The newly renovated and expanded
warehouse in Salt Lake City is strategically located to provide customers with
fast service and the best possible accessibility.
“The expansion of the Salt Lake City warehouse into a national service center is part
of PRINOTH’s strategy to increase the speed and quality of our spare parts distribution. With over $10 million in spare parts in stock and a dedicated team, we are
more than ever ready to serve our US customers,” said Greg Clowers, Regional Sales
Manager, PRINOTH Salt Lake City.
“This expansion is linked to many improvements: a new online parts shop, the
modernization of the North American headquarters for spare parts in the East with
over 20 M$ in stock, just to name a few initiatives.” Guy Massicotte, AFTER SALES
Director - North America.
Recent measures include increasing the number of spare parts and service locations throughout North America (now over 25), optimizing shipping and logistics
processes, and a broad network of service technicians and engineers.
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PRINOTH USED
ONLINE PORTAL

USED VEHICLES WITH THE PRINOTH WARRANTY
Open around 24/7. Are you looking for a used PRINOTH snow groomer
and want to find out about our current offers? You will find a
wide selection on our online portal www.prinoth.com/used.

TRACKED VEHICLES

THINK BIG
PRINOTH’s crawler carriers are known for their impressive payload capacity. But
sometimes, the material’s volume varies. This year, a customer needed a PANTHER
T8 vehicle to transport a very specific material: corn. This material being much
lighter than rock, sand or soil, the engineering team concluded that the dump
body of the vehicle could be much bigger, to transport more corn every cycle.
Increasing the volume of the dump box itself wouldn’t cause overloading the
vehicle since it is conceptualized to be light. With an efficient loading capacity
and a dump box that can contain up to 15 m³ (19.7 yd³) of material, the PANTHER
T8 crawler with this special dump box implement answered the client’s needs,
and even saved them some precious time!
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TRACKED VEHICLES

PRINOTH:

A JOINED OFFER
AT AED IN 2019
PRINTOH likes to build relationships with its customers and that
is why we are always searching for opportunities of showing our
products and creating contacts with present and future buyers.
This year, for the 5th consecutive year, we were taking part in the AED
2019 Show as exhibitors in Orlando, United States. The AED Summit
is a tradeshow organized by Associated Equipment Distributors (AED)
that unites member companies of the North American equipment
market to ease connections and networks between stakeholders of
the industry.

TRACKED VEHICLES AND VEGETATION MANAGEMENT:
JOINT OFFER
PRINOTH was exhibiting one of its vehicles and two mulch heads;
the brand new M450s that fits all skidsteer loaders and the PANTHER
T14R to attract show goers and show our knowhow. Our Sales team
met many interesting potential distributor candidates whom they
will be talking to again shortly to see if they could become the next
PRINOTH Distributor!
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TRACKED VEHICLES

NEW PANTHER
DIE-CAST MODEL
PRINOTH is excited to introduce its first die-cast for the PANTHER Series and
the first model to be selected is our best-seller, the PANTHER T14R. The diecast, which is an exact replica of the real deal has a functioning dump box, the
360-degree rotation of the upper portion over the lower portion, a detailed
undercarriage and cab. It is a perfect reference to the original vehicle.

A PANTHER IN THE OFFICE
The mini-model was created at a 1:43 scale and is presented in a PRINOTH branded
box. It is now available on the online shop of our website and retails at a very
reasonable price. It makes the perfect conversation piece for anyone’s office!
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KOOPERATION

GIVING BACK IN
DIFFERENT WAYS
There are many great things about our company - first and foremost, great people. Great
people who want to give back and do more. Our North American head office is a great example
of that sharing value and didn’t hesitate when it was recently approached by a group of 12
future engineers from the university located near-by; Université de Sherbrooke, Canada, for
financial support. Only, we didn’t just grant them financial support, under the umbrella of
two employees, PRINOTH also supported the group by providing coaching in both engineering
and marketing, pushing the project and the team to another level!

BEACH CLEANING ON A GRAND SCALE
We are always on the look-out for innovative projects so it was very exciting when we were
approached by this a group called Hoola One. Their project: to bring a machine onto the
market that will free Kamilo Beach in Hawaii from the plastic waste that has accumulated
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there. Similar to the Ocean Cleanup Program, for cleaning the Pacific Ocean. The students
had first thought of a rubber track machine so they approached PRINOTH. Through coaching
from Alain Chabot, Product Manager, who assisted them in their design review, they realised
their first idea wasn’t viable. They continued to search and eventually came up with the idea
of a trailer-type machine that separates even the smallest plastic bits from the sand through
a density-separation process.

A GOOD PROJECT DESERVES GOOD MARKETING
Once their idea was set, it was time to talk about it! Marie-Élaine Dion, PRINOTH’s Tracked
Vehicles Marketing Manager, helped them rethink their website approach, their social media
messaging, even their launch event material to create an impactful communication. Even
though it was the environmental concern that first led PRINOTH to support Hoola One, the
most motivational for both Alain and Marie-Élaine was definitely the human aspect and
connection!

TRACKED VEHICLES
GELIN OLLE,
ENGINEER AT SKOGFORKS

INTERVIEW WITH
GELIN OLLE
TECHNICAL COORDINATOR AND RESEARCH ENGINEER AT SKOGFORKS - THE
FORESTRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF SWEDEN - AND FOREST LAND OWNER
Gelin Olle was involved in the OnTrack Project, which aimed at researching a
technology that would reduce impact on the soils for the forestry industry. We
met Olle for a little chat.

Tell us a little bit about the Skogforks Institute and what brought you to
work in the forestry industry?
I always was interested in the advanced machinery of the forestry industry and the
challenges that come with it. At Skogforks Institute, our mission is to develop and
communicate knowledge, services and products to support even greater sustainability
in forestry to benefit the society.
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How did PRINOTH and this specific project catch your attention?
Previous projects with rubber tracks had provided good results regarding reduced
impact on soils and better fuel consumption, but they never met the payload
requirements. PRINOTH’s long experience in tracked heavy duty vehicles that can
manage heavy load was a key parameter. Now, with this product, we were given
the opportunity to study the rubber tracks’ full potential.
What are your deductions/conclusions concerning the project?
The concept machines showed promising results for use on soft, sensitive soils.
Although a lot of work remains necessary before the concept is ready for actual
forestry work, the results from the initial tests strongly encourage continued development of the concepts. If this technology is manufactured some day, it will
give a more stable supply of raw material to the forestry industry at a lower cost.
What are the next steps of the project?
The future lies in the hands of PRINOTH and partner PONSSE to analyze the results
and work out the next prototype. Skogforks will of course help in any way it can to
take the concept to the next level. We are very satisfied with the project and hope
to see the machine on the market soon.

TRACKED VEHICLES

OWNERSHIP MADE EASY – AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE

PRINOTH
PANTHER T7R
The PRINOTH PANTHER T7R is set to redefine the standards for tracked carrier
productivity & cost effectiveness, and so we’re proud to add this remarkable new
vehicle to an already impressive product offering. With its design & engineering
guided from the ground up by those who know our vehicles best: our customers
- the PANTHER T7R goes well beyond technological innovation, delivering both
lower cost of ownership and the ability to get the job done.
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Unmatched performance and industry-standard payload capacity means the PANTHER T7R
can boast a 31% superiority in overall productivity, once again burying all challengers. The
other advantage for owners is its fuel autonomy; this model will easily allow contractors to
work through a whole day, even a long one, without needing to refuel.

VISIBLY SAFER, OBVIOUSLY BETTER

The PANTHER T7R widens PRINOTH’s comfortable margins of safety through the constant
revaluation and evolution of our design and ergonomics. Its unrestricted cab views will
provide safety and security for operators and other workers on the jobsite. Accidents can
seriously impact productivity, and safety innovation is an excellent way to prevent them.

AN ENGINE FOR PROGRESS

With the T7R the PANTHER family graduates to all of the performance and sustainability
standards of the EUROMOT Stage 5 Engine. It is proudly the first crawler carrier on the market
to be equipped with the Stage 5 Engine. All great reasons the T7R will be in high demand
for years to come and that PRINOTH will continue to lead innovation and excellence in the
design and manufacture of tracked vehicles.

PRINOTH
DEALER
NETWORK

GROW TOGETHER WITH PRINOTH
BECOME A PRINOTH DEALER AND BENEFIT
FROM 30 YEARS OF TECHNOLOGY KNOWHOW

PRINOTH TRACKED VEHICLES &
PRINOTH VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Apply now: growwithprinoth@prinoth.com

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

MORE POWER
WITH LESS
NOISE EMISSION
INCREASING HIT RATE WITH
THE NEW RAPTOR 500

KEVIN SCHILLI, PRINOTH TESTDRIVER

The new RAPTOR 500 surprises with an extraordinary field of application. The European successor of the RT 400 stands out due to its
low ground pressure in comparison to its competitors of the same
performance class. The RAPTOR 500 was put through its paces before
its official product launch at the 32nd bauma world leading trade fair
from 8th to 14th April 2019 in Munich. Test driver Kevin Schilli is
particularly thrilled by the new pendulum drive. It offers high-level
driving comfort at his job in the Fürstenberg Duke´s forest. From the
high perch, three so-called hunting or shooting lanes are milled into
the forest. The aim is to provide the hunter a better view in order to
spot wild animals promptly, which cross all three lanes on their way
through the forest. Client and professional forester Robert Schrenk is
more than happy about the result created by the RAPTOR 500: “The
forest floor seems like a sports field afterwards”.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

AWARD-WINNING
SOCIAL
COMMITMENT
PRINOTH AWARDED
FOR SUPPORTING SEVERAL
ASSOCIATIONS
In order to promote young people, local youth work and the visibility
of the company, PRINOTH, located in Herdwangen, has become the
new main sponsor of the Herdwangen sports club. Now, the company
logo can be seen on sports field banners, as well as on the jerseys of
the football team.
The received “employee-friendly Employer” award, given by the
Ministry of the Interior of Baden-Württemberg, shows that as an
employee at PRINOTH you can get a good balance between work and
leisure time. PRINOTH was nominated for the award by employee
Hubert Specker, who has been a commander of the volunteer fire
brigade in addition to his profession for 15 years.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND
OPTIMIZED FUNCTIONS:

M450S-1900
BLACK EDITION

The newest addition to our VEGETATION MANAGEMENT segment is the M450s
hydraulic mulching head. It was first introduced in North America at the end of
2018 and will be launched in Europe in spring 2019. Optimized for every common
model of skid steer loaders from 80 to 150 HP, the M450s-1900 can be easily
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mounted using the “plug & mulch” method. Thanks to his new rotor, the resilient
M450s is perfect for highly efficient vegetation management. Suitable for forest applications, land cleaning, maintenance of segments and more. The M450s
draws its tremendous power from a 107cc Rexroth high-pressure hydraulic motor.
The innovative toothed belt drive transmits this power to the rotor. The rotor
combines the BCS (Bite Control System) with two types of cutting tools. Whether
single cutting with sharp blade or hard metal tools, the BCS rotor is optimally
balanced to reduce bearing wear and therefore, a long service life is guaranteed.
Deployment tests show that the tool picks up material from the ground better
than competitor models.
With the M450s, PRINOTH has achieved a completely new development that will
expand the mulcher range for skid steer loaders and hydraulically driven carriers.
Moreover, it will expand its presence on the market.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

INTERNATIONALLY
LINKED TOGETHER
RAPTOR 800 DEALERS
EXCHANGE EXPERIENCE
DURING TRAINING
In November 2018, 19 participants from 8 different countries (Australia,
USA, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Georgia, Russia & Norway) attended the detailed training course at PRINOTH Vegetation Management in Herdwangen. The main topic was the RAPTOR 800. After a
general briefing, the future and existing service dealers received
detailed information on the components used, evaluation of fault
analyses and tips for efficient use of the machine. Beside theoretical
and practical phases, leisure activities were also a part of the program, where the participants had the possibilities to exchange their
ideas and information.

BOB & KYLE BARTON, USA:
The Bartons own the RAPTOR 800 for more than two years now and
bought a second vehicle shortly after their first order. In addition,
their PRINOTH fleet includes several attachments including the M900
and SB1200 (compatible with the RAPTOR 800), ten RF800 diggers,
as well as the M450m and M650m mulchers. Bob and Kyle found the
training very informative and, despite having two years of practical
experience, they still were able to discover new basics about the
machine. The best thing about the training week was the opportunity
to meet other operators and exchange ideas with them. It is important
for the Bartons to stay in touch with them in the future.

PAVOL KATRENIAK, SLOVAKIA:
Pavol finds the training very helpful, as he only has had a RAPTOR
800 in his fleet since April 2018. He also appreciates the friendly
atmosphere among the participants and finds it great to stay in touch
afterwards in order to discuss possible scenarios with other experts.
The practical phase in the forest was his favorite part.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

PRINOTH FOR A
WEED FREE CUBA!
Marabù is a name that makes every Cuban flinch. It concerns an imported plant that has
overgrown so much in large parts of the country that over 2 million hectares are affected
which translates into one-third of the arable land. The “mimosae” plants were imported from
Africa in the 19th century and have spread massively. Meanwhile the best areas for cattle
breeding and crops have been affected. It went so far that Cuban President, Raúl Castro,
declared in 2008 that food security was a matter of national security.
In order to eliminate the plants permanently, all growths must be torn out including the roots.
For normal tractors this is almost impossible because of the thick hardwood undergrowth.

PRINOTH STEPPED IN WHEN OTHERS HAD GIVEN UP.
Exactly 13 PRINOTH Biomass Harvesters are now being used in the Ciego de Àvila Region
to overcome the epidemic. With the aid of the PRINOTH RT400 carrier vehicle and a RF800
clearing cutter, lanes were mulched free, so that utility vehicles could reach the operation
site. PRINOTH vehicles have thus provided a possible solution in the battle against
Marabù growth for the first time in 30 years! 10 people are in the field operation, among
them several PRINOTH mechanics and technicians who manage and supervise the project.

TWO-FOLD BENEFIT
What no one had expected even a few years ago is that thanks to the new solution with the
PRINOTH machines, the Marabù plant has, in fact, turned out useful! The biomass from the
imported species of weed is harvested with the PRINOTH Biomass Harvester BMH 480 and
burnt in the sugar industry to obtain processed heat. This fuel replaces imported heavy oil.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE:
+ Recovery of the overgrown areas
+ Cost savings from the no longer needed heavy oil
+ Marabù is a renewable resource and therefore a CO2 neutral fuel
+ Acquisition of usable agricultural areas
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SOCIAL MEDIA

FOLLOW ME!
Are you avid fans of our snow groomers, tracked utility vehicles, and
vegetation management solutions? Are you excited by our areas of
application, interested in the people behind our machinery, or quite
simply taken with our brand?
Then follow us on YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram to
find out more about our robust vehicles.

www.facebook.com/prinothsnowgroomers
www.facebook.com/prinothtrackedvehicles
www.facebook.com/prinothvegetationmanagement
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WINTER
AT ITS
BEST

A GROUP OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES.
Ropeways, grooming equipment and snow-making machines, from
a single source, with much in common: Technical excellence, design and
a high degree of specialization.

www.leitner.com | www.prinoth.com | www.demaclenko.com

HTI DIGITAL

MOUNTAIN
MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY
THE NEW GENERATION OF
DIGITAL SKI RESORT MANAGEMENT
YOUR SKI RESORT IS JUST A CLICK AWAY WITH THE
NEW PLATFORM FROM HTI DIGITAL
Digital technologies are increasingly shaping ski resort management. They enable ski resort
managers to check different parameters in real time and make important operational decisions more easily. “Skadii” is a digital platform developed by HTI Digital, which will make
ski resort management even more efficient and user-friendly in the future. The platform
connects all relevant operational data with an intuitive user interface, enabling you to
complete a wide range of tasks, from the operation of ropeways, snow-making systems
and snow groomers to general ski resort management. As a result, ski resort managers
obtain clear information at a glance with just the click of a button, anywhere and at any
time, not just on desktop computers and notebooks, but also on mobile devices, such as
mobile phones and tablets. “Skadii” also enables the integration of software solutions
from other developers, which guarantees the highest level of flexibility and maximum data
security for the platform, as well as offering individual applications.
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“Skadii” - inspired by Skadi, the Norse Goddess of Winter - is designed as a digital cockpit,
which combines different software solutions in one application, therefore enabling an
“all-round view” of the ski resort with just the click of a button. The platform makes
inspection, control, maintenance and troubleshooting easier, in addition to optimizing operation management. The design flexibility is a significant advance, which enables
“Skadii” to integrate with operational data from various hardware manufacturers and
software solutions from different developers.
Several ski resorts are currently in the final testing phases of “Skadii” for the upcoming
winter season. The definitive launch of the new management software is expected to take
place in May 2019.

PRINOTH
ONLINE
SHOP
... MORE ITEMS ONLINE

LEITWOLF MOCK-UP IN SWAROVSKI CRYSTALS

CLASSIC BLACK DENIM BASEBALL CAP

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Limited edition LEITWOLF mock-up
A must for every collector
Length: approx. 10 cm & Width: approx. 6 cm
NO PRINOTH CLUB DISCOUNT APPLICABLE

100% cotton
Front logo print
One size
Adjustable clip for an individual fit

PRINOTH HISTORY BOOK

PADDED JACKET

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

1962 - 2018 | PRINOTH then and now
With impressive pictures
In English
Size 30 cm x 29 cm

Horizontal quilting
100% Polyester
Lining 100% DuPont
PRINOTH logo rubber badge

CAMOUFLAGE THERMO JACKET

KIDS T-SHIRT

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

PRINOTH | peak performance - down helium hybrid
Comfortable, stretchy & breathable
Logos embroidery
Duck down insulation

MY DADDY DRIVES A SNOW GROOMER
Comfortable cut
Front: big snow groomer, rear: no print
35% cotton / 65% polyester

PRINOTH FLIP-FLOPS

GAMSWILD SUNGLASSES

+ elastic rubber sole
+ soft strap
+ PRINOTH logo on the sole

+
+
+
+
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PRINOTH-Design
Mirrored lens
Lens: 100% UVA / B, UV filter category 3
Material: Polycarbonate

